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MISSION
The mission of Institute for Liberty and Policy Innovation is to provide innovative economic
research and pensive multidisciplinary public policy advocacy through intellectually inspired
leadership to help create freedom and prosperity for a free society.

VISION
To strive to reach out to the star of perfection by advocating, researching, educating and inspire
through creative and empathetic involvement in the society to transform it.

Peter Bismark, Executive Director, and Evans Badu Boampong, Vice President, of the Institute
for Liberty and Policy Innovation
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MESSAGE FROM BOARD CHAIRMAN

Political Freedom is important but Economic Freedom is the key to prosperity.
When people are allowed to own properties and keep what they have worked for,
wealth is created and the trickling down effect is prosperity. We therefore must not
treat servitude as patriotism.
The board of ILAPI is really impressed with the activities and pursuits of the
institute so far. As part of the ILAPI vision continuous progress and research I wish
to congratulate everybody who contributed to the successes chalked and pledge on
behalf of the board to continue our support in every way practicable.
My special thanks as board Chairman also go to Mr Berima Rexford Darko
Agyekum for giving the ILAPI management and staff the use of his means of
transport. The car has helped facilitate movement and brought convenience to
many aspects of ILAPI work.
Finally, I say thank you and God bless you all.
DR. KOFI ASARE
BOARD CHAIRMAN
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MESSAGE FROM BOARD PATRON
Glory be to God for seeing us through another year of strong performing results,
for the third consecutive year via our decisive actions. We adapted to new plans,
prioritized and focused on what we could do to control and effect the change and
growth we need.
Through God's guidance and direction, we were able to expand our media reach
more than the previous years. We made significant progress in advocacies for a
free society. The passion and commitment of members of the board are the key
catalyst to our growth in strength and numbers this year.
It is our hope the good Lord will grant us more strength, wisdom and health so we
can do more than all that we have, in the coming year.

REV. DR. PAUL ANTHONY
BOARD PATRON
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MESSAGE FROM EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
2018 was certainly one of the best years since 2015 when the Institute for Liberty and Policy
Innovation (ILAPI) started in Ghana. With much success in 2017 when ILAPI won the maiden
Africa Think Tank Shark Tank Award in South Africa, we were ushered into 2018 with a
continuation which made us more influential and a distinguished free market public policy think
tank in Ghana. This quick organic growth made ILAPI to be featured in the 2018 Freedom
Champion Magazine (Rebranding Liberty Magazine) in the USA for promoting freedom and
entrepreneurship among tertiary students in Ghana.
Despite a highly competitive market for advocacy in Ghana, we have a created a profound niche
for alternative public policy discourse and engagement using the principles of free enterprise and
Austrian Economics framework. I must say the year has been good for ILAPI full of change and
progress.
We welcomed new Associate Members, created a medium term plan to guide us, built
partnership and have been able to increase our local fundraising base for other programs for a
lasting and positive measurable impact. This year, we once again supported lots of campus
projects on entrepreneurship and debates on free enterprise among tertiary students in Ghana,
Zambia, and Nigeria. As we move forward, I am proud of what ILAPI accomplished and highly
excited about the future. With the strong and committed team at ILAPI, together we will
continue our efforts to educate and actively challenge the status quo and leveraging on the
creative and hardworking volunteers to be one of the trusted think tanks in Ghana. Our usual
constructive fill-in public policy debates in the year ahead would be greater than before.
I would like to thank our selfless Board Members, the Chairman and patron as well as our
Partner organizations for their oversight and support in providing us with the directives and
networking.

PETER BISMARK
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
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OVERVIEW ON OUTREACH PROGRAM/ EVENT
African Journalists for Economic Opportunities Training (AJEOT)
This was the second edition of AJEOT in partnership with Atlas Network, Network for A Free
Society and Language for Liberty Institute. This is a two-day residential training for journalists,
policy analysts, social commentators and prolific writers across Africa to equip them with tools
for advocacy, and economic principles of classical liberalism to help shape public policy
discourse and question the status quo for a free and prosperous society.
Twenty (20) participants were selected from a total of ninety-two (92) applicants. Participants
were drawn from Ghana, Nigeria and Kenya. The event was held at Summit Lodge hotel at
Koforidua. The event was blessed with resourceful speakers from across the globe. Speakers for
AJEOT, 2018 included
1. Thomas Adedayo, Nigeria
7. Prof. Brian Baugus, USA
2. Vicente De-Camara, Switzerland
8. Franklin Cudjoe, Ghana
3. Dr. Tom Palmer, USA
9. Dr. Steve Davies, United Kingdom
4. Ebenezer Nii Tackie, Ghana
10. Belinder Odek, Kenya
5. Abdul-Rahman Dogbatey Sarpong, Ghana
11. Evan Kissi, Germany
6. Evans Budu Boampong, Ghana
12. Isaac Annan Yalley, Ghana

Vicente de Camara (Left) and Franklin Cudjoe (Right) lecturing at AJEOT 2018
A wide range of topics were covered during the event. Few include, Identifying Tools for
Economic Journalism, Geopolitics, Introduction to Classical Liberalism, Understanding Liberal
framework within the Realms of Public Policy Formulation, Media Censorship in Africa, Two
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Ideologies in One Country, Banking Economy and Reasons for Bank Failures, Government,
Inflation and GDP, among others were lectured.
Training modules included individual assignments and group presentation. Group assignment on
Identifying Policy Area and Determine Policy Gaps, using Liberal Principles, to suggest five
ways to help government create a free society. Each group was assigned to a policy area;
1. Security ~ Bastiast Group
2. Health ~ Mises Group
3. Transportation and Development in Ghana ~ Hayek Group
4. Walter Williams Group
This was a competition for four groups of five and the ultimate group was awarded during the
final dinner at the event. A tight competition between Mises and Hayek group saw the Hayek
group emerging as winners.

Peter Bismark Kwofie presenting award to Hayek Group for winning the Group Assignment at
AJEOT
Also, two journalists were award for the personal initiatives they undertook after AJEOT, 2017
on government waste and abuse. Ernest Danso Abiam, initiative was on government waste by
way of abandon facilities built using tax payers’ money and Stephen Bernard Donkor, followed
up on a story on a police assault. The story helped brought attention to the struggles of many
who have suffered police abuse.
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In all, it was inspiring, resourceful, networking and fun. AJEOT had more than 50 Media
mentioning across Africa. The event ended successfully as AJEOT, 2019 was duly launched.

AJEOT GALERRY
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Journalists given CDs from Network for Free Society, UK at AJEOT 2018
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2018 speakers at the African Journalist for Economic Opportunity Training (AJEOT)

ILAPI SUPPORTS TEN CAMPUS EVENT
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The year 2018 was ILAPI in active support of ten campus events aimed towards advancing free
market principles among students in order to generate leaders for economic freedom in the future.
ILAPI in partnership with Young Africans
for Opportunities
(YAFO)
undertook significant campus
events three major universities in Ghana.
ILAPI showed immense support for
Opportunity Summit at Kwame Nkrumah
University of Science and Technology
(KNUST) and University of Cape Coast.
Opportunity Summit is a flagship project
of YAFO aimed at igniting the
entrepreneurial initiative among students.
ILAPI also facilitated research and
donated to support the student presidential
debate. This event was helped in
partnership with YAFO to introduce ideas
of liberty and economic freedom in
students’ political
discourse. Presidential debate was organized for International Association of Students in
Agriculture and other Related Science and Society of Social Scientist (SOCIOSO) at KNUST
and also for the Student Representative Council and Local chapter of National Union of Ghana
Students at University of Education – Kumasi and between Hall Presidential candidates.
Our support by way of funding, sharing of CD
souvenirs from Network for Free Society,
presen ting as speakers for campus events held
Impacting the principles of free market to over 2000
Audience (students).
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ILAPI PARTICIPATES IN THINK TANK EXECUTIVE FUND RAISING, NIGERIA 2018
Institute for Liberty and Policy Innovation (ILAPI) was privileged to have participated in the
Think Tank Executive Fund Raising in Nigeria. This was an event organized by Atlas Network,
our partner organization in the USA, to help and improve strategies for raising funds for all
partner organizations in Africa. This forum enabled ILAPI to network with other free market
think tanks in Africa. Our Executive Director, Peter Bismark Kwofie and Ernest Danso Abiam
with Abdul-Raman Sarpong, head of CBMIS represented for the training and subsequently
participated in the Africa Liberty Forum.
Also, Peter Bismark Kwofie participated in the Crowdsource Liberty pitching. It was a
wonderful and exciting and innovative exercise which gives opportunity to access feedback and
possible recommendation for intended pitching project.
Finally, ILAPI winning the 2017 edition of Think Tank Shark in South Africa, made a brief
presentation on the progress of the National Undergraduate Essay and Debate Competition prior
to the commencement of the 2018 Think Tank Shark Competition. The progress made by ILAPI
after winning the 2017 Think Tank Shark has helped raised leaders for free markets who are
undertaking advocacy initiative on various University Campuses against policies that stifle
innovation and limits student choice. Today students have started developing entrepreneurial
mindset and holding school authorities accountable.
We take this opportunity to congratulate Nkafui Policy, Cameroun, for winning the 2018 Think
Tank Shark.

The solution is not more state but higher productivity, and to achieve
higher productivity we need less state and fewer politics. The key to the
challenge of precarious employment is a drastic reduction in the costs of
living. This goal requires productivity, and only free capitalism can
generate the economic efficiency that will be needed.
Anthony P. Mueller
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Peter Bismark Kwofie (ILAPI) with Dr. Swim (Atlas Network)

Peter Bismark, speaking at the Africa Liberty Forum in Nigeria
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Executive Director of ILAPI speaking at the Africa Liberty Forum in Nigeria.
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FREE MARKET AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP CONFERENCE
ILAPI embarked on the 4th Free Market and Entrepreneurship conference in August, 2018. This is
an initiative in partnership with Churches to train and equip participants with ideas of free market,
ignite their innovativeness and creativity. The 2018 Free Market and Entrepreneurship conference
was held in partnership with Christ Apostolic Church, Nsawam in the Eastern Region of Ghana.
This was graced by some head pastors and partly sponsored by MTN-Ghana. In all, one hundred
and thirty-seven participants attended the event.

“Rather than defeatism and despair, I detected a strong dedication to
creativity, entrepreneurship, and living a great life despite a system that seems
dedicated to bringing them down.”
Jeffrey A. Tucker
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ILAPI PATNERS IN CELEBRATION OF 70TH HUMAN RIGHT DAY
ILAPI in 2018 partnered with the Centre for Conflict, Human Right and Peace Studies of the
University of Education, Winneba (UEW), and Youth for Human Right Africa (YoHRA) to
organize the 70th International Human Right Day on the theme ‘Fight for Human Right’. It
brought together over 400 participants and seasoned speakers such as Lawyer Francis-Xavier
Sosu, Dr. Harrison Kwamen Golo, Dr. Kingsley J. Adjei, and the Vice Chancellor of UEW, Rev.
Fr. Prof. Anthony Afful-Broni, as the chairman for the event and other important dignitaries.

70th International Human Right Day event at the University of Education, winneba
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IMPACT REPORT ON INVITED PROGRAMS
We take delight in impacting and honoring invitations form Civil Society Organization, NonGovernmental Organization, International and Government Agencies. In 2018, ILAPI was
privileged to have participated in a number of invited Programs and Policy dialogues.








 Participated in
the
Inequality
Workshop aimed towards building
capacity to fight inequality in Ghana. This
event took place at the Volta Serene Hotel,
Ho in the Volta Region. It was a two-day
residential workshop which lasted from 11th
– 12th May, 2018. This helped our staff
members who participated to gain exposure,
network and capacity to dialogue for policy
change.
Our Executive Director, was invited to participated in Ghana’s Competitive
Advantage Talk show as panelist to discuss Second Cycle education in Ghana. This
initiative was hosted live on GN Television on 3rd August, 2018.
Invitation to participate in CSO in Tax Advocacy meeting, under the theme;
Promoting Progressive Tax for Inclusive development in Ghana (PPIT). This event
took place on 22nd August, 2018 and was sponsored by STAR Ghana, with funding
from UK-Aid, DANIDA, and European Union.
Invitation on CIG Talk Show to discuss the impact of wages on production. This
initiative was also hosted live on GN Television on 31st August, 2018.
Invited to join the Ghana Federation of Disability’s campaign aimed at advocating to
remove barriers to physical accessibilities in Ghana. This campaign was held on 3rd
December, 2018 in line with the International Day of Persons with Disabilities,
having been patient for the expiration of the moratorium provided by the Disability
Act in Ghana.  Participated in the Anti-Corruption Capacity Building Workshop,
which is part of Ghana Integrity Initiative activities of implementing STAR-Ghana’s
funded projects aimed towards
creating Anti-Corruption Voices
within the SDGs Implementation
(with a focus on Goal 3 & 4). Our
Vice President, Mr. Evans Badu
Boampong participated in the twoday training on mainstreaming anticorruption measures within SDGs 3
& 4. This event took place at Volta
Hotel, Akosombo from 19th -21st
December, 2018.
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RESEARCH & PRESS CONFERENCE
Research is crucial to our work at ILAPI. A good in-depth analysis by our team of researchers
helped to communicate policy alternatives for the good of all. Our research work once
completed, engages the populace through Press Conference for the benefit of everyone including
decision makers in Ghana.
Research on Loses of Government Revenue through Gift Tax. (June 21st, 2018)
Ghana in the light of freebies from government has burden taxes payers. Therefore, the need to
broaden the tax base for the country, at least to relief the few formal sector individuals and
businesses drown by taxes.
ILAPI in the wake of this, conducted a research on Gift taxes. Apparently, Gift Tax law exist and
mandates anyone from 18years and above, who receives a gift worth more than GH¢50 (US$10)
to pay 15% as tax. This is in accordance with the Internal Revenue Act 592.
Findings from the research include:
1. Individuals, Government and Officials mandated to collect taxes had no or little
knowledge about gift taxes.
2. After analyzing a sample population of 6200, we realized that, no one is paying Gift taxes
in Ghana, and Government loses Gh¢8.86 billion from non-payment of gift taxes alone.
3. Citizens do not trust the state in paying taxes because the State keep

misappropriating taxpayers contributions through corruption.
MEDIA REACH & POLICY ADVOCACY
ILAPI as part of it effort to achieving its mission and advancing better alternatives for
consideration by Policymakers and Government, have built a friendly media reach among
various media houses in Ghana to educate the populace on government dealings, hence policy
advocacy. This platform gives us the opportunity to indicate where necessary, flaws in
government dealings and whether or not there exist practice of malfeasance and ensuring there is
value for money in every single transaction (cost benefit analysis). The year 2018 saw plethora
of media reach from ILAPI, below are some of the media reach.
 You Are Only a Caretaker of Our Natural Resources: ILAPI Tells Government
This was an article on resource backed loan with Sinohydro of China. In this dealing,
Government of Ghana (GoG) was to receive US$2 billion wealth of infrastructure whilst using
the country’s bauxite to pay for the amount received. GoG called the agreements barter trade.
ILAPI in the Media Reach, made it clear that the agreement with Sinohydro, was a resource
backed loan where natural resources are used as collateral to access sources of finance. It was
added that the agreement should not be referred as barter trade, since barter trade did not involve
money, rather the exchange of goods and services.
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 Banking: Recent Mergers Mainly Influenced by Increase in Capitalization.
In contemporary time, the Bank of Ghana (BoG) increased minimum capital requirement from
Ghs120 million to GH¢400 million and gave December, 2018 as deadline for all banks. This was
not the first time such directive is been given. That the first major increment was in the year
2018, where BoG from GH¢60 million to GH¢120 million. ILAPI in a media reach on August,
2nd 2018, emphasizes that the mergers by bank is mainly influenced by increased capitalization
and has the tendency of reducing competition in the banking sector because some banks would
need to merge and this will reduce the number of banks in Ghana. America in 1818, had 338
banks with a total assets of US$ 160 million. By 1914, there were 27, 864 banks with assets of
US$ 27.3 billion. This triggered intense market competition among banks and financial firms.
This also made available more capital to start a business at a fairly low interest rate. However,
Mexico in 1910, there was only 42 banks and only two of those banks controlled 60% of total
banking assets. There was practically no competition. Banks charged customers high interest
rate and confined in lending to privileged few, who can use their access to increase grip over the
various sectors of the economy. (Daron & Robinson, Why Nations Fail). The situation in Mexico
is not different from modern day Ghana. Ghana had 34 banks in 2017. The lack of competition
had cause banks to charge customer exorbitant fees and high interest rate. In fact, lending is easy
to be accessed by already wealthy government workers who have safe jobs, and wealthy private
workers. Banks in Ghana only compete with individuals opening accounts and running
promotions to encourage deposits. ILAPI in this statement made it clear that competition is
necessary among banks to aid making capital available for start-up business and inventors at
fairly low interest rates, which will eventual sparks industrialization in Ghana.
 NATION BUILDERS CORPS (NABCO)
NABCO is a leading government initiative for graduate employment which seeks to employ
university graduates for three years with a monthly salary of GH¢700 ($140). Graduates
employed will be engage under seven different modules outlined in the Nation Builder Corps
initiative. The focus of the initiative will be to solve public service delivery in Health, Education,
Agriculture, Technology, Governance and Revenue Mobilization and Collection. According to
the government in the 2019 budget statement, NABCO had enrolled 100,000 graduates.
ILAPI in our usual media reach and Policy advocacy which seeks to provide policy alternatives
underlined by free market principles did the following engagement through Media Reach:
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•

Nation Builder Corps (NABCO) will need $200m annually to succeed.

Government in hither to was he said to allocate an amount of $100 million to absorb a total of
100,000 graduates, with each being entitled to a monthly allowance of GH¢700 ($140) for a
contract of three years. In our policy
research, it was made clear to the public on
the NABCO policy that government will
need $15m each month and $200m annually
to sustain the Nation Builder Corps Policy.
This analysis helped raise concerns as to the
Sustainability of NABCO with questions
olike; is this kind of employment under
NABCO productive? What is the source of
funding of the $100 Million as mentioned
by the government? This helped the public
policy discourse and directed social
commentators and journalists to asking the
critical questions about NABCO
•
NABCO is Discriminating against
Persons with Disabilities.
All effort and signs shows that government
will look forward to undertake its initiative for graduate employment hence Nation Builder
Corps, despite the critical analysis on the policy by our team at ILAPI. It is important to make
such an avenue all-inclusive to absorb persons with disabilities. In this publication, the attention
of public was drawn on how discriminatory the NABCO policy is to persons with disabilities.
Since they are a category of large minority group that is affected also by the increasing
unemployment.
In conclusion, NABCO in reality had enrolled 100,000 graduates, however they are no places to
place them to work as we predicted. Adding up figures in the 2019 budget, about 44000 of the
persons enrolled under NABCO had been place at user agencies to work. The remaining may be
idle but will still receive allowance and awaiting placement.
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Media Interviews
The year 2018 saw ILAPI made advancement in media coverage hence reaching out to more
audiences. Through our publication and policy advocacy, more interviews were granted to ILAPI
on various media platforms. There were also new media houses that engaged us on Policy
advocacy. ILAPI granted in person and on phone interview for both uncountable Television and
Radio Stations. Also, we had invitation to some political talk shows for both Radio and
Television media, these include TV3, GN TV, Homebase TV, United Television (U TV),
Rainbow Radio, Power FM, Radio XYZ. The Chronicle, Daily Heritage, Today newspapers for
the
print
media.
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Executive Director of ILAPI at TV3 (left) and Power FM (Right) in Accra

OUR CENTERS
ILAPI is fortunate to have active centers that contribute towards achieving our mission in Ghana.
Our Centers are vibrant and have contributed immensely towards the successes we chalked for
2018. ILAPI is proud of its six (6) centers, which include;







Center for Blockchain and Management Information System, CBMIS
Center for Conflict and Human Rights, CCHR
Center for Economic Freedom & Fiscal Policy, CEFFP
Center for Political Party Studies, (CPPS)
Center for Agro Liberty, CAL
Center for Education Policy (CEP)

SWOT
Our Strengths, Weakness, Opportunities ad Threats for the year 2018 are outlined in the table
below:

STRENGTHS
 Highly intelligent and skilled
fellows
 Highly committed staff
 Result-oriented staff
 Executive Director with
Managerial skill
 Board with good networking and
experience in promoting freedom.

OPPORTUNITIES
 High targeted audience (the youth and
politicians)
 Media looking out for news and
contents.
 Students looking out for
internship/attachments
 Lots of identified research gaps in
public policy.
 Governments make mistakes and
unknowingly violating individual
liberty.
 Inadequate Research Information on
economic freedom.
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WEAKNESSES
 Difficulty getting data from
government for analysis.
 Inconsistency in newsletter
delivery to our followers.
 Delays in submitting articles for
publication by our associates.

THREATS
 Inadequate funding to facilitate work
 Emergence of intimidators
 Politicians becoming hostile to us
when we subject their policies for
scrutiny.

ACHIEVEMENT
The year 2018 saw ILAPI achieved a number of successes. As a team, recognizing and
celebrating every effort of land mark achieve is important to us. Our goal was to provide the
public policy environment with policy innovation to inform policy discourse. We are humbled by
every achievement and we like to share with you;
1. We realized our researcher on tax policy reforms ideas have been instrumental in the
effort by Government of Ghana to broaden the tax base and also the acquisition of Tax
Identification Number (TIN) has been made easy and accessible.
2. Our quest to create sanity in the public sector helped to recover two vehicles for Ghana
Education Service (GES), which in hither to was in the possession of former Director,
Inspectorate Division, GES Headquarter. This helped improved inspection and
restructuring of the Inspectorate Division at the Ghana Education Service.
3. Consulted for the establishment and nurturing of six (6) charitable and nongovernmental
organization in Ghana. Below is list of organizations whose project name have been
structured;
• INDEPENDENT DRIVERS ASSOCIATION
• NEEDBE FOUNDATION
• CEBSAR-AFRICA
• FAKYE FOUNDATION
• FOLINET-Ghana
• CLIQHAUL
4. Ability to broaden our local fundraising base and networking opportunities.
5. ILAPI was mentioned by the 2018 World Freedom Champion Magazine, for promoting
freedom

Our media mentioning has increased to 237 for the year 2018
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FUNDING

The 2018 fundraising was sourced from Partners, Local and Other individual donors

2018 EXPENDITURE
10%
15%

25%

ADVOCACY/ PUBLICITY
RESEARCH

20%

CAPACITY BUILDING

30%

OTHERS
SURPLUS

Our 2018 expenditure was focused on Advocacy/Publicity, Research, Capacity Building, Others
and the remainder will be used for the coming year thus 2019.
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OUR PARTNERS
We are grateful to our partners for the great support toward our activities. Our existence as an
organization in the free market movement has not been lonely. Great organizations including
Atlas Network, (USA) Network for Free Society, (UK), Kingscel Technologies, (Ghana), Fraser
Institute, (Canada) and B-kay Logistics have been outstanding committed to supporting our work
at ILAPI. We are very grateful for such enthusiasm and love from our partners.
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OUR TEAM
Board Member
Dr. Kofi Asare, Chairman
Rev. Dr. Paul Anthony, Patron
Mr. Berima Rexford Darko Agyekum
Mr. Samuel Sarpong

Executive Members
Peter Bismark Kwofie, Executive Director
Evans Badu – Boampong, 1st Vice President
Albert Kobina Mensah, 2nd Vice President
Isaac Kojo Annan Yalley, Monetary Economist
Kwabena Awuah Nti, Director of Fundraising
Viviana Boakye, Programs Manager
Abdul Rahman D. Sarpong, Head of IT
Nathaniel Dwamena, Researcher & Development Manager

Research Fellow
Haruna Yakubu - Msc.
Christian Atum - Msc
Peter Dadzie - B.A
Belinder Odek - B.A
Jonas Boye - Msc
Kingsely Mensah - Msc
Ernest Danso Abiam - Journalist
Felix Yaw Adjei - Journalist
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“Those who expect to reap the blessings of freedom,
must, like men, undergo the fatigues of supporting it”

Thomas Paine
Kindly Donate to Support ILAPI
Email: info@ilapi.org / ilapighana@gmail.com
Our Website:

www.ilapi.org

https://yafopportunities.org/

Facebook: https://web.facebook.com/ilapighana/
Twitter: @ILAPI_Institute
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